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A group of animals plan a trip to Delhi in order to ask the parliament why the forest they live in is on the verge of

destruction. This is a english movie and available in720p&480pqualities. This is one of the best movie based onAnimation,
Comedy, Drama. This movie now available inHindi. Delhi Safari is the story of a journey undertaken by a cub leopard Yuvi
(Tara Strong), his mother Begam (Vanessa Williams), a monkey Barjrangi (Carlos Alazraqui), Bagga, the lovable bear (Brad

Garrett) and Alex the parrot (Tom Kerry) as the forest they live in is on the verge of destruction. The animals of Borivali
National Park wake up and go about their business as usual. It is an ordinary day for each of them except Yuvi, the young

leopard cub. For him it is going to be a day that will change his life forever. For today is the day that he will learn the
importance of tradition from his father Sultan Leader of the Leopards. But his lessons will remain unfinished and end in

tragedy. Humans who have only one agenda clear the forests, kill the animals, and construct multi-story buildings. Now, first
I have to admit that being a Bollywood lover both hindered and added to my enjoyment of this film. A friend and I were
discussing this; we agreed it was hard to get the Hindi version voices out of our heads! However, for the purpose of this

review, I will stick to looking at this as a Hollywood version of an Indian animated film with the caveat that sometimes my
Bolly-fanness colored my thoughts. IMDB Rating: 5.7 Duration: 1h 36min Genre: Animation,Comedy,Drama Release Date: 7

December 2012 (USA) Director: Nikkhil Advani Film Stars: Cary Elwes,Christopher Lloyd,Tara Strong Language: Hindi
Dubbed Quality/Size: Bluray 480p 305MB 720p 780MB Format: MKV Movie Plot: The story revolves around a group of

animals, who decide a trip to Delhi and discuss their problem of forest destruction with the parliament. Will they be heard
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and understood by the authorities
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the highlight of the
film comes from its
dazzling animation,
including an obvious

nod to the michel
gondry film, eternal

sunshine of the
spotless mind . in the
same vein, one of the
most well-executed

and innovative
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scenes in the film is
when a group of
animals rush to a

theater to watch the
film, but they find the
theater already sold

out. they ask the
projectionist to

rewind the movie and
they watch the scene
over and over again

(including a comment
that the animals are
watching the same
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film twice!). that
said, if the story is as

simple as i am
making it out to be,

then why did the film
leave me unsure of
how i felt about it?
the film was very
successful in its
message that

animals of all kinds
need to band

together and risk
their own lives to
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save the world. and
delhi safari, as a film,

also attempted to
inspire viewers to

protect the
environment and

save our planet, but i
found this aspect to

be sometimes
muddled in what the

film was actually
trying to say. this is
where the film could

have been more
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effective, as i felt
that the story of

animals stood alone
in a world of humans
with a focus on the
message. it could

have been a story of
animals who are
strong willed in a

world where humans
are getting more and
more powerful. like
the lion king, the
story could have
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been about the
strength that animals

possess and then
have the humans get
their comeuppance.
there was some of

that, but the film did
not really go all the
way to drive home
this message. the

delhi safari is a 2012
indian computer-
animated fantasy

comedy film directed
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by nikkhil advani. its
a coming of age

comedy story of a
leopard cub, his

mother, a monkey, a
bear and a parrot

when the forest they
live in is on the verge

of destruction. the
film follows a leopard

cub named yuvraj
who wants to protect

his jungle and his
family, but he needs
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to be taught by his
father. the basic

concept is told in the
film. the film stars

akshay kumar,
govinda, sunil shetty,

boman irani and
urmila matondkar. it
was released on 6

december 2012. the
film was an official
entry in the 2013

bollywood kannada
film festival where it
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was declared the
best film. the film

was featured in the
second, third and

fourth editions of kgf
2014, in january
2015, and in the

2015 edition of the
festival.

subsequently, it was
screened at the

mumbai and
bengaluru

international film
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